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this update addresses a privately reported vulnerability in the windows server message block (smb) subsystem.
the vulnerability could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to cause a denial of service (application crash)

or possibly execute arbitrary code. this update addresses a privately reported vulnerability in the windows
structured query language (sql) server and windows desktop search server software. the vulnerability could allow

an unauthenticated, remote attacker to gain elevated privileges. this update addresses a privately reported
vulnerability in the windows error reporting service. the vulnerability could allow an unauthenticated, remote

attacker to cause a denial of service (application crash) or possibly execute arbitrary code. this update addresses
a publicly disclosed vulnerability in the windows error reporting service. the vulnerability could allow an

authenticated, remote attacker to execute arbitrary code. microsoft has released a security update for this issue
(ms14-074). this update addresses a publicly disclosed vulnerability in the windows server service control
manager (scm). the vulnerability could allow an authenticated, remote attacker to execute arbitrary code.

microsoft has released a security update for this issue (ms14-073). this update addresses a publicly disclosed
vulnerability in the windows server service control manager (scm). the vulnerability could allow an authenticated,

remote attacker to execute arbitrary code. microsoft has released a security update for this issue (ms14-071).
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if an attacker can convince a user to load a malicious dll or exe, the attacker can then take
advantage of that module to attack the user's system. in order to avoid windows defender and

windows firewall, as well as other defense mechanisms, the attacker must achieve persistence on
the compromised system. a straightforward way to achieve persistence is to load a malicious dll or

exe into a location that is writable by the compromised user. an attacker could write a backdoor
trojan executable to a location that is protected by the operating system's native file system

security, or might even use a stealthy startup mechanism to load the malicious program silently in
the middle of the boot process. as windows 7 introduced aslr, it also provided the ability to set non-
deterministic base addresses for dlls and exes to prevent static analysis tools from discovering the

presence of a malicious dll or exe. while this works to defeat static analysis tools, it is only a
mitigation, not a complete solution. it is still possible for an attacker to convince a user to load a
malicious exe or dll via social engineering, for example. it is important to be aware of the ways in

which attackers can bypass aslr in order to prevent the successful loading of a malicious exe or dll.
windows has a long history of vulnerability research, and has historically been at the forefront of
mitigations against common security vulnerabilities. in fact, windows vista was the first windows

release to be broadly available on the internet in a vendor-maintained form. it is important to
understand the security-related advantages that come with such early adoption, and the capabilities
that the operating system offers to those who look to use them. the windows 10 era offers windows

users more reliable security from security flaws, and more capabilities to improve their security
posture, all at a lower price. 5ec8ef588b
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